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ABSTRACT

For 20 years Argonne National Laboratory has been developing electrometallurgical technology for
application to spent nuclear fuel. Progress has been rapid during the past 5 years as 1.6-tonnes spent
fuel from the Experimental Breeder Reactor-II was treated and preparations were made for processing
the remaining 25 tonnes of sodium-bonded fuel from the shutdown reactor. Two high level waste forms
are being qualified for geologic disposal. Extension of the technology to oxide fuels or to actinide
recycling has been on hold because of US policy on reprocessing.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) has been developing electrometallurgical treatment processes
since the early 1980s. These non-aqueous processes separate uranium from the fission products via a
series of high temperature steps: electrorefining, cathode processing and metal casting. Operating at
500°C, electrorefining uses a potassium chloride-lithium chloride eutectic salt as the ionic medium in
which the uranium is anodically dissolved and transported to a cathode. Cathode processing is a
vacuum distillation process (1200°C) that separates the electrorefiner salts from the uranium metal.
Metal casting is used to isotopically dilute high-enriched uranium to a low-enriched uranium product.
In addition, waste processes have been integrated with the separation processes to produce two high
level waste forms: metal and ceramic. The metal waste incorporates the undissolved cladding hulls into
a stainless steel-zirconium alloy using salt vaporization and metal casting process. The electrorefining
salts containing the majority of the fission products are sorbed at 500°C into zeolites. The salt-loaded
zeolite is mixed with glass powder and converted at 850°C to a ceramic waste form. These processes
have been described in numerous publications [1,2,3].

The electrometallurgical treatment technology has been demonstrated with all process steps being
conducted in two ANL hot cell facilities: Fuel Conditioning Facility (FCF) and Hot Fuel Examination
Facility (HFEF). During this demonstration, which was conducted between June 1996 and August
1999, 100 Experimental Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-II) driver (400 kg high-enriched uranium) and 13
EBR-II blanket (600 kg depleted uranium) assemblies were treated. This small, but representative
quantity of sodium-bonded fuel provided adequate fission products and transuranics to produce waste
forms for characterization. A subcommittee of the National Research Council (NRC), established to
review the progress and to evaluate the demonstration results, noted the following in their final report:

Finding: The Committee finds that ANL has met all of the criteria developed for judging the
success of its electrometallurgical demonstration project.

Finding: The Committee finds no technical barriers to the use of electrometallurgical
technology to process the remainder of the EBR-II fuel [4].

With the completion of the demonstration, endorsement by the NRC, and a positive nonproliferation
assessment [5], the Department of Energy (DOE) has decided to use this technology to process the
remaining EBR-II fuel (approximately 25 tonnes) and some sodium-bonded metal fuel from the Fast
Flux Test Facility (FFTF). This mission will require treatment operations at 5 tonnes per year and high-
level waste packages to be produced at sizes (0.6 m diameter by 3 m length) compatible with storage
locations in the planned US geologic repository.

With treatment operations having resumed in September 2000, this additional operating experience is
allowing for a more detailed evaluation on the performance of these processes. In addition, the
electrometallurgical process is being analyzed for the obstacles that would need to be successfully
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addressed before the process could be implemented for commercial applications (100 tonnes uranium
per year) and the front end processes that would be required to make it compatible with other types of
fuel.

2. SEPERATION PROCESSES

The fuels to be electrometallurgically treated can be grouped into four categories according to fuel
design, reactor type, and storage location:

• EBR-II drivers stored at ANL,
• EBR-II drivers stored at the Idaho Nuclear Technology and Engineering

Center (INTEC),
• EBR-II blankets stored at ANL, and
• FFTF sodium-bonded metal fuel driver pins stored at Hanford.

Different fuel alloys, cladding materials, and geometrical configurations were used. The uranium
enrichments ranged from depleted to 97 percent 235U. Table 1 provides the breakdown of the
approximately 25 tonnes into the four categories.

Table 1: sodium-bonded fuel planned for electrometallurgical treatment

Fuel Type

Driver Fuel

Blanket Fuel

Total

EBR-II Driver
at ANL-W
*(kgHM)

700

0

700

EBR-II Driver
at INTEC
(kg HM)

2000

0

2000

EBR-II
Blanket at
ANL-W
(kgHM)

0

21,800

21,800

FFTF
Fuel at

Hanford
(kg HM)

250

0

250

Total Sodium-
Bonded

Fuel to be
Treated
(kgHM)

2950

21,800

24,750

* HM is heavy metal.

The separation processes are performed in the Fuel Conditioning Facility hot-cell complex at ANL-
West. FCF consists of two operating hot cells. Spent fuel is first transferred into a rectangular-shaped,
air-filled hot cell where the fuel elements are separated from the fuel assembly hardware using the
vertical assembly dismantler. Intact fuel elements are transferred into the adjacent, annular-shaped,
argon-filled hot cell, where fuel elements are first chopped into segments with an element chopper.
These segments are then transferred to the electrorefiners in steel baskets (anode baskets).

Fuel treatment operations in the electrorefiners are based on a process that uses molten salts and liquid
metals in an electrochemical operation. The molten salt medium for electrorefining is a solution of
LiCl-KCl eutectic and actinide chlorides, such as UCI3. Separate electrorefining and fuel chopping
equipment is used for blanket and driver fuel.

In the electrorefiners, the spent fuel is electrotransported out of the anode baskets, and an equivalent
amount of uranium is deposited on a cathode. The uranium is separated from the bulk of the fission
products and transuranics. The transuranics and alkali, alkaline earth, rare earth, and halide fission
products are primarily in the salt phase. The elements that distribute into the salt phase are eventually
disposed in a ceramic high level waste.

More than 90% of the noble metal fission products and fuel alloy material are retained in the chopped
cladding segments in the anode baskets. Some actinides (0-4%) are also retained in the fuel segments.
The cladding hull segments and the retained fission products are eventually stabilized into a metal
high-level waste.



The cathode products from electrorefining operations are further processed to distill adhering salt and
to consolidate this recovered uranium. These operations are performed in the cathode processor and
casting furnace, respectively. Separate uranium products are produced from driver and blanket
processing. As part of the driver fuel processing, the solid cathode contains highly-enriched uranium.
The recovered uranium metal is blended with depleted uranium (DU) to produce a product that is less
than 20 percent enriched. A DU ingot is produced from blanket processing. The low-enriched uranium
product and DU product are formed into ingots that are placed in interim storage in canisters at
ANL-W.

By April 2001, the Mark-IV and the Mark-V ERs had processed 410 kilograms driver fuel and 1200
kilograms blanket fuel, respectively. The electrorefiner vessels (1 meter diameter and 1 meter high) are
identical in design. Each has a cover with four 25-cm diameter ports that are used for inserting
electrode assemblies. However, the electrode configurations, electrorefiner liquids, and process
conditions differ for these two electrorefiners. The Mark-V component designs were developed to
improve the electrorefining rate because the inventory of blanket fuel is significantly larger than the
inventory of driver and the batch size is not criticality limited.

The cathode processor and casting furnace have produced 1,110 and 900 kilograms of low-enriched
uranium and depleted uranium product. This operating experience has led to a significant knowledge of
operating parameters and product quality. The electrorefiner, cathode processor, and casting furnace
are described in more detail in earlier papers [6,7,8].

A discrete event process model has been used to assess process operations based on operating
experience. To date, this model has been used to determine which operations and equipment are
bottlenecks and what improvements need to be made to increase throughput. The model projects that
the throughput capability for fuel treatment operations in FCF is 2.2 tonnes of heavy metal (HM) per
year without further process improvements. For this throughput, FCF would need to be operated 24
hours per day, 7 days per week. The initial annual throughput (2001 - 2002) is 0.6 tonnes because
funding levels only allow the facility to be staffed 8 hours per day, 5 days per week. Besides increased
staffing level, the eventual production throughput of 5 tonnes per year also requires technical advances
to be completed. Table 2 provides a specific list of planned improvements and benefits.

For the Mark-V electrorefiner, higher throughput is reached by increasing the product density,
decreasing the maintenance activities on items such as scrapers, and testing advanced anode concepts
that increase batch size and processing rate. To improve the cathode processor throughput, the batch
size will be increased and reusable crucibles will be developed to lessen material handling
requirements.

Table 2: process improvements and benefits

Process Improvement

Increase the Mark-IV Electrorefiner loading
Increase the Cathode Processor batch size for driver
fuel
Increase MK-V product collector fill rate from 300
to 400 g HM/ hr
Increase the quantity of fuel (4 to 6 driver
assemblies and 8 to 12 blanket assemblies) treated
between electrorefmer batch close-out
Increase cathode processor batch size (30 to 64 kg
HM) for blanket fuel
Increase Mark-V electrorefiner anode loading from
24 to 48 kg HM.
Increase Mark-V electrorefiner collector product
loading from 8 to 24 kg HM
Eliminate CP crucible conditioning.

Benefit

Reduce handling operations; fewer repairs
Increase throughput by 100 kg HM per year

Support future Mark-V electrorefiner advances

Decrease analytical sample load and handling
operations in FCF

Increase throughput by 1000 kg HM per year

Increase throughput by 400 kg HM per year

Increase throughput by 700 kg HM per year

Increase throughput by 600 kg HM per year



3. WASTE PROCESSES

The treatment of spent nuclear fuel by the electrometallurgical technique results in the two high-level
waste forms, ceramic and metal. The ceramic waste form stabilizes the active fission products (alkali,
alkaline earths, and rare earths) and transuranic elements. The metal waste form consists of stainless
steel cladding, non-actinide fuel matrix material (zirconium), and noble metal fission products.
Development of both waste forms has been ongoing at Argonne in Illinois since 1985 as part of both
the Integral Fast Reactor program and later the EBR-II Spent Fuel Demonstration program. The
demonstration of the electrometallurgical technique included production and testing of irradiated and
non-irradiated samples of both waste forms. Full-scale waste operations are scheduled to begin in
2005.

The ceramic waste form is a glass-bonded sodalite produced from the thermal conversion of zeolite.
Zeolites are crystalline aluminosilicates of the group I (alkali) and group II (alkaline earth) elements.
Their framework is a network of AIO4 and SiO4 tetrahedra linked by sharing of oxygen. The networks
of tetrahedra in the zeolite form cages in which molecules are occluded. The sodium ions in this
structure are subject to ion exchange. The ceramic waste form takes advantage of both of these
properties. The specific zeolite being used as the base of the ceramic waste form is Zeolite A,
Nai2[(AlO2)i2(SiO2)i2]- When this material is processed at elevated temperatures, it converts to the
mineral sodalite, Nas[(AlO2)6(SiO2)6]#2NaCl. Zeolite consists of a large a cage (11.4 angstroms in
diameter) surrounded by smaller P cages (6.6 angstroms in diameter). Sodalite only has P cages.

Development of the waste forms on the laboratory-scale occurred in the Chemical Technology Division
of ANL in Illinois [9]. Work at ANL-West focuses on producing larger-scale waste forms and on
studying the effects of fission products and transuranics in the ceramic waste.

When treating EBR-II spent fuel in the FCF electrorefiners, the active metal fission products are
allowed to build up in the salt as chlorides. The transuranics, including plutonium, also remain in the
electrorefmer as salts. After the demonstration quantity of driver fuel was processed through the
electrorefiner, a portion of the electrorefmer salt was processed into irradiated ceramic waste form
samples.

The salt that is removed from the electrorefiners was initially ground to a relatively fine powder. The
salt was next mixed at 500°C for approximately 15 hours with dried zeolite in a heated V-mixer. The
zeolite is dried prior to transfer into the hot cells. In the V-mixer, the salt is occluded into the structure
of the zeolite. This salt-loaded zeolite is then mixed with glass frit in a cold mixing operation in the
same vessel. The mixture containing 25% glass is next transferred to a furnace where it is heated to
more than 850°C to convert the powdered material into a monolithic waste form. During this process,
the zeolite is converted to sodalite.

During the demonstration operations, the consolidation of the zeolite material into a monolithic waste
form was accomplished using a hot isostatic press (HIP). The conversion process took place at a
temperature of 850°C and a pressure of 100 MPa. Approximately 2 kg waste form samples containing
fission product salts were produced using the HIP, which is installed in the HFEF hot cells.
Production-scale waste form samples will contain approximately 300 kg of material. Near-production-
scale samples (100 kg) were successfully produced using non-radioactive materials in a HIP at a
commercial vendor.

Because of the pressure vessel, a production-scale HIP would weigh several tonnes, thus complicating
its installation in HFEF. Because of this challenge, work after the demonstration focused on assessing
whether a pressureless process could be used to produce the ceramic waste form. In May 2000, after
extensive testing, a decision was made to change the reference consolidation process to pressureless
consolidation. For these operations a large furnace will be required but a massive pressure vessel will
not. Work is now focused on scaling up the consolidation process.

The second waste form consists of metallic ingots that are used to stabilize the stainless steel cladding
material, non-actinide fuel matrix materials, and noble metal fission products. The charge for the alloy
consists of stainless steel cladding hulls (types 304, 316, and D9), zirconium from the fuel being treated
or feedstock zirconium, noble metal fission products (molybdenum, technetium, ruthenium, rhodium,
palladium, etc.), and minor amounts of actinides that are present with the cladding hulls. The metal



waste form alloy is cast with a target zirconium concentration of 15 weight percent. The target
zirconium content is based on initial characterization and corrosion data, along with consideration of
the alloying temperature. An alloy that contains 15 weight percent zirconium has a lower melting
temperature than does a SS-rich alloy with a different zirconium concentration. As a result, lower
processing temperatures can be employed to produce homogeneous ingots.

The general steps for producing the metal waste form during the demonstration were cladding hulls: (1)
were removed from the FCF electrorefmers after dissolution, (2) unloaded from fuel dissolution
baskets, (3) processed in the cathode processor to remove adhering salt, and (4) cast into an ingot in an
induction-heated furnace. During the demonstration, these operations in FCF produced seven metal
waste form ingots, each with a nominal 5-kg mass. For production operations beyond the
demonstration, the last two steps would be combined into one operation in a single furnace in HFEF.
A prototype of this furnace, which is being tested out-of-cell, is pictured in Figure 1. For the
distillation operation, the furnace chamber is sealed and evacuated to approximately 1 torr and heated
to approximately 1100°C. This vaporizes the salt and transports it to the condenser where it is collected
as an annular ingot. After the run, the solidified salt ingot is returned to the electrorefiners or sent to
the ceramic waste form. After completion of the distillation phase, the crucible temperature will be
increased to approximately 1600°C, consolidating the cladding hulls into an ingot. The production scale
ingots will be 30-40 kg. Non-radioactive samples of this size have already been produced in the
prototype furnace.
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Figure 1: prototype metal waste furnace for production operations



4. WASTE QUALIFICATION

Acceptance of waste forms for disposal in a geologic repository will be based, in part, on their
compliance with the requirements promulgated for waste acceptance in DOE's Waste Acceptance
System Requirements Document (WASRD) [10]. In addition to the requirements in the WASRD, it is
expected that disposal of the ceramic and metal waste forms will be required to have a performance
standard on par with the other repository waste forms. In support of their qualification for disposal,
tests and analyses have been conducted to characterize the phase composition, microstructure,
radionuclide distribution, and corrosion behaviors. The testing programs were designed to determine
corrosion mechanisms and support development of corrosion models following the approach
summarized in the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standard Cl 174 [11],

Although compliance with most requirements in the WASRD will be demonstrated by specific
measurements common to most waste forms, the method for monitoring product consistency is waste-
form specific. The method for tracking the product consistency is selected based on the physical and
chemical description of the waste form and the method of manufacture. The important issues for the
consistency of the ceramic waste form are that the correct mixture of salt, zeolite, and glass binder was
used and that the waste form was manufactured within established process limits. Tests have shown
that the relative amounts of these phases can be monitored by using the same test that is used for HLW
glass - product consistency test (PCT) [12] - to monitor the consistency of the ceramic waste form [13].
The PCT with a heterogeneous material, such as the ceramic waste form, can be conducted with the
same precision as PCT with HLW glasses. Use of the same consistency test that is used for HLW glass
for the ceramic waste form seems to be reasonable, since the dissolution mechanisms for the individual
sodalite and glass binder phases of the ceramic waste form are the same dissolution mechanism as for
HLW glass. In fact, the dissolution model used for HLW glass is a modification of the model
developed initially for such aluminosilicate minerals [14] as sodalite.

The PCT and other partial dissolution tests are not appropriate consistency tests for the metal waste
form because the component steel and intermetallic phases are sparingly soluble and because of
difficulties in producing fine-grained samples for testing. Several alternative methods for tracking
product consistency are being investigated, including measurement of the overall composition and
density, and characterization of the microstructure. A method to monitor product consistency will be
selected based on properties of the metal waste form and key processing parameters.
Acceptance of the ceramic and metal waste forms will also require that their performance meet the
standards of performance set by other repository waste forms. This can be done using the Total System
Performance Assessment (TSPA) calculations. The anticipated approach for qualifying the waste
forms is to compare dissolution rates of them with that calculated for HLW glass in TSPA. Tests have
been conducted to determine the degradation behaviors of the ceramic and metal waste forms, to
develop mechanistic corrosion models, and to measure parametric values. The predictions from the
mechanistic models for ceramic and metal waste forms will be compared with the predictions of the
HLW glass degradation model in the TSPA to determine if the TSPA glass model can be used to
represent degradation of the ceramic waste form under anticipated disposal conditions. Preliminary
comparisons with the HLW glass degradation model that has been proposed for use in the TSPA to be
conducted for a potential repository at the Yucca Mountain Site in Nevada indicate that the HLW glass
degradation model bounds the degradation rates of the ceramic and metal waste forms [15]. Therefore,
the HLW glass degradation rate may be used as an upper bound for the degradation of the ceramic and
metal waste forms in TSPA calculations.

5. APPLICABILITY TO OTHER FUELS

Electrometallurgical technology is fundamentally a metal purification process. In order to apply the
process to other types of fuel such as oxide ceramics, head end processes to convert the fuel actinides
to metal form are required. Because light water reactor (LWR) spent fuel is an oxide, there is
considerable incentive to develop efficient head end processes for this fuel if electrometallurgical
technology is to have a significant impact in the short term.

In the early 1990's Argonne conducted research on head end processes for oxide fuel and aluminum
matrix fuel, as well as on transuranic recovery for fast reactor fuel. However, federal support for this
type of research was eventually cut off as the US policy on reprocessing became interpreted in its most



restrictive sense. The foundation of this policy shift was Presidential Decision Directive-13 (PDD-13)
issued by President Clinton during his first term of office. While PDD-13 is classified, the gist of the
public information about the directive is that the US neither engages in nor encourages reprocessing.
Initially there was sufficient vagueness about what was meant by reprocessing to allow research into
non-traditional techniques to continue. However, policy makers within the Clinton Administration
became concerned that any US research would encourage other countries to conduct research on
separations technologies that could be capable of producing weapons-usable fissile material.
Experimental research on all but improving the basic technology for sodium-bonded metal fuel was
halted. Some conceptual flowsheet development under the Accelerator Transmutation of Waste
program has been allowed to proceed.

Under the new Bush Administration, the US reprocessing policy is being reconsidered. If work were to
be resumed on broader applications of electrometallurgical technology, the two major thrusts would be
in transuranic recovery and oxide reduction to metal. Although pure plutonium separation is not
possible, a plutonium-rich (-50%) product that includes uranium, the other transuranics and some rare
earth fission products can be extracted from the electrorefiner salt under appropriate conditions.
Suitable for use in fast reactor fuel, transuranic recovery would reduce both the volume and long-term
radioactivity of the high-level waste from electrometallurgical treatment. Development of this
technology was terminated at an early stage. Oxide reduction technology introduces a reactive metal
such as molten lithium to the uranium oxide fuel within the salt electrolyte. Lithium oxide, formed as
the fuel is reduced to uranium metal, is recycled to lithium metal by electrowinning. This technology
still requires substantial development to demonstrate economic viability.

In principle, electrometallurgical technology could be applied to most types of spent nuclear fuels.
Successful development of broader applications depends first on achieving high metal throughput in
the basic process, and then on development of matching head end processes. There would be little
incentive to develop the technology without transuranic recovery, which also requires extensive
technology development. The waste forms, however, would be essentially invariant with respect to the
type of fuel processed, so their current development would have potential commercial applicability.

6. CONCLUSION

Twenty years of development of electrometallurgical processes at Argonne National Laboratory has
advanced the technology to the point of being able to treat more than two tonnes of spent EBR-II fuel
annually with first-generation demonstration equipment. Planned equipment improvements for the
metal separation processes will raise that limit to five tonnes. Compatible production processes for
high-level waste forms have been simultaneously developed and demonstrated. Testing and
qualification of these waste forms for disposal in the potential US geologic repository is proceeding.

Following endorsement of the technology by a special committee of the National Research Council,
Argonne and the US Department of Energy have planned a 10-year program to continue development
and to treat the remaining 25 tonnes of spent EBR-II fuel. Development of technology elements
required for commercial application has been suspended for several years due to a restrictive
interpretation of US reprocessing policy. Thus, head-end processes to extend the technology to oxide
fuels and processes to recover transuranics for recycle are immature relative to the base technology.
However, the waste forms and the processes to produce them are adaptable to commercial application
with only minor modifications.
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